The topic of serverless computing has proved to be a controversial subject both within academic and industrial communities. Many have praised the approach to be a platform for a new era of computing and some have argued that it is in fact a step backward. Though, both sides agree that there exist challenges that must be addressed in order to better utilize its potentials. This paper explores some of the challenges that have not been thoroughly discussed in the previous studies. Each challenge is discussed thoroughly and a number of possible directions for future studies is proposed. Moreover, the paper reviews some of the unique opportunities and potentials that the serverless computing presents.
INTRODUCTION
Large technology companies such as Amazon, Google and Microsoft offer serverless platforms under various brand names. Although the specifics of their service may differ but the essential idea behind their offered service is almost the same i.e., by rendering computation to the pay-as-you-go model, serverless computing tries to achieve auto-scaling while providing more affordable computation services.
Serverless computing differs from traditional cloud computing concepts (here we call them serverful) in the sense that the infrastructures and the platforms in which the services are running is transparent to the customer. In this approach, the customer is only concerned with the desired functionality of the application and the rest is delegated to the service provider.
There are successful commercial implementations of the concept. Amazon introduced Lambda [1] in 2014 and then Google Cloud Functions [2] , Microsoft Azure Functions [3] and IBM OpenWhisk [4] are launched in 2016. Since then many studies have focused on the challenges and open problems of this concept. Some of the previous studies are skeptic about the potentials of serverless computing due to the poor performance of their case studies [5] . In contrast, others believe that serverless computing will become the face of cloud computing and the performance issues will be addressed eventually [6] . This paper falls into the latter category.
In this paper, we discuss the opportunities presented by serverless computing. We emphasis that serverless services are indeed more affordable approaches for many networked services especially at their early stages, more customer friendly as they relieve customers from the intricacies of deployment and also they are more environmentally friendly. Moreover we discuss that new market places would form around these services which implies new business opportunities for software developers.
The are a number of challenges that serverless services are currently facing. These challenges are thoroughly discussed in this paper. One of the main concerns in these service that has serious drawbacks on the overall performance of the serverless applications is "the cost of preserving the state". In fact, serverless applications are often compared with serverful applications (running on a single VM), where objects and methods (functions) of the applications are executed on a single machine and have access to a shared memory and cache [5] , [7] . It is natural to see that the latter has significantly better performance than the former since the state of the system is preserved in the memory and various parts of the application can access that. This shared memory space on a single machine is not always available in serverless applications due to its auto-scaling nature that does not guarantee the execution of related functions on a single machine. Several research directions has been proposed in this paper that targets this challenge.
Another important challenge is the security and privacy of serverless services. Various categories of attacks and privacy breaches and their possible countermeasures are discussed in this paper. One of the sources of problems in serverless computing is the so called "start-up time" of these systems i.e., the amount of time needed for a system to be able to re-handle requests after a period of inactivity. This problem has serious drawbacks on the performance of serverless applications as reported in [8] . As argued in this paper, proper scheduling schemes could effectively remedy this issue.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the domains in which serverless is actually arXiv:1911.01296v1 [cs.NI] 4 Nov 2019 a feasible option and list the domains that the concept is not directly applicable. Section 3 focuses on the opportunities that the serverless computing offers. Section 4 argues the challenges toward vast adoption of the concept. Section 5 concludes the paper.
DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS 2.1 Definitions
There is no formal definition for the concept of serverless computing and its various services. So, here we present the most common acknowledged definitions.
FaaS
Function as a service (FaaS) is a paradigm in which the customers are able to develop, run, and manage application functionalities without the troubles of building and maintaining the infrastructure.
BaaS
Backend-as-a-Service (BaaS) is an online service that handles a specific task over the cloud, such as authentication or notification. Both BaaS and FaaS require no resource management from the customer. While FaaS only offers to execute users' functions, BaaS offers a complete online service.
Serverless service
A serverless service is a combination of FaaS and BaaS that incorporates the following characteristics.
Characteristics
There are number of properties that a service should have to call it a serveless service:
1) The execution environment must be transparent to the customer. The processing node, the virtual machine, the container, its operating system and etc. are all hidden to the customer.
2) The provider 1 should provide an auto-scaling service i.e., the resources should be made available to the customer instantly per demand 3) The billing mechanism should only reflect the amount of resources the customer actually used 4) The provider do its best effort to complete the customer's task as soon as it receives the request and the execution duration is bounded. 5) The basic elements in serveless services are functions. The functions are not transparent to the provider. The provider knows their data dependencies, their dependencies to external libraries, their run-time environments and their state during and after execution. A serverless application is usually comprised of two parts:
1. Throughout this paper by service provider we mean the organization (or company) who serves customers in a serverless fashion. • A rich client. The client implements most of the application's logic. It interacts with two sides i.e., the end user and the provider, invoking functions on one side and translating the results into usable views for the other side. • Registered functions on a provider. Functions are uploaded in to the provider. The provider invokes a copy of function per user request or based-on a predefined event. Figure 1 depicts an example of a serverless application. In this example, the client invokes function F1, the functions retrieves data from the database, performs some operations on it, and sends back the results to the client. In another scenario, client invokes the F2, F2 invokes another function called F3, the results gets back to F2 and then it sends back its results to the client. In this scenario we saw a sequence of function execution. Later in this paper, we focus on these sequences for the purpose of optimization.
Providers accept customers functions and store them. Upon receiving invocation request, the provider assigns the function to one of its nodes for execution. The parameters upon which the provider selects the execution node has great impact on the performance of the system which is covered in the Section 4 of this paper. The node (which can be a virtual machine, container or even a sandbox execution environment) executes the function, sends back the results to the customer's client and sends the execution log to the provider. The provider uses this log to improve further execution of the function. Figure  2 shows an example of such scenario.
OPPORTUNITIES
In this section, we present the opportunities that serverless computing offers.
Affordable Scalability
The very first and foremost opportunity that serverless computing offers is the ability for customers to deploy the functionalities of their applications without worrying about the scalability and the execution infrastructures or platforms. The scalability is a direct result of the auto-scaling nature of these services i.e., per request the service invokes a copy of the requested function and there is virtually no bound for the number of requests.
Each invocation is assigned to the most feasible and available resource for execution.
The affordability of serverless services is mainly due to the reduced costs of the providers. There are two main reason for the more reduced costs, (1) resource multiplexing and (2) infrastructure heterogeneity. Resource multiplexing leads to higher utilization of available resources. For example, consider the case in which an application has one request every minute and it takes milliseconds to complete each request. In this case, the mean CPU usage is very low. If the application is deployed to a dedicated machine then this is highly inefficient. Many similar applications could all share that one machine. The providers also can use their older machines that are less attractive for other direct services to reduce their costs (this is mainly due to the transparency of execution environment).
No Deployment and Maintenance Complexity
One of the promises of the cloud computing listed in [9] is to relieve users from managing the infrastructures, which is now already accomplished in IaaS, however, the user still has to manage its virtual resources i.e, installing and configuring related packages and libraries. Certainly, Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) providers such as Heroku [10] have made the management slightly easier, although, the user still has to configure the application to match the PaaS requirements which is not a trivial task. Serverless computing takes a big step in this manner. The user just has to register its functions and then receive the credentials to invoke the functions.
New Market Places
With the advent of modern operating systems for mobile devices such as Android or IOS, various market places for applications that are specifically designed for those operating systems have emerged such as Google Play Store and Apple's App Store. Such a scenario is predictable for serverless computing i.e., with the growth in the popularity of serverless computing, new market places for functions will arise. In these type of markets every developer can sell his/her developed functions to others. Every generalized or domain-specific functionality can be bought or offered in these markets. For example, a software developer may need a geo-spatial function that checks whether a point resides inside a geo-spatial polygon. He/she can buy it from the market.
The competition forced by the economics of these markets will lead to high quality functions i.e., both from the perspective of code's efficiency, cleanness, documentation and resource usage. The function markets may present buyers with a catalog for every function which shows the resource usage of the function and prices it incurs per request. Thus, the buyer can choose from possibly thousands of options for a specific task. 
New Programming Paradigm
In a serverless programming paradigm, functions play a key role in designing software services. In fact, serverless applications can be viewed as a composition of functions rather than a construction of code blocks. This can be called "composition over construction" paradigm. As discussed, function markets will offer programmers with various functions per customers requirement. Thus, by providing tested, efficient and widely used functions to the programmer, the complexity of software development is reduced drastically. However, this bears new challenges which have to be faced by programmers i.e., they should move from widely adopted and accepted object-oriented programming to functional programming paradigm. Although, functions can still be used in an object-oriented environment, with the socalled mutability of data in such environments the complexity of code will increase significantly [11] . Functional programming is an old concept, however, it is gaining new traction during the past few years among software developers [12] .
Green Computing
Serverless computing promotes green computing from two different perspectives:
Resource Sharing
By on-demand execution of functions and releasing the resources after execution the energy consumption is reduced significantly. In other alternative services such as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), even for a single small request the whole virtual machine with its resources must be kept alive. By sharing the resources of the infrastructure with other functions, serverless computing improves resource utilization.
Quality of Code
By billing per execution time, serverless computing forces the economical incentives upon programmers to improve the resource usage of their implemented code. This is not a great concern in other services. For example, billing of IaaS is per allocated resource such as number of CPU cores. How much a CPU core is utilized does not usually affect the bill. Indeed, automated testing tools should be developed that not only verify the soundness of code but also evaluate the quality of code from the perspective of its resource usage.
CHALLENGES
As the topic of serverless computing is relatively new, there are number of challenges that needs to be addressed. Some of these challenges are not unique to the serverless computing and arise in any computing environment such as security and privacy, pricing or caching.
There are also type of challenges that are specifically unique to serverless services such as function invocation or function's intra-communication. In this section, we review both types. Discussing about the challenges toward vast adoption of serverless services is particularly important since there has been a controversy between various pundits about the benefits of migration from serverful approaches to serverless ones. The drawbacks listed in [5] and poor emulation results presented in [8] are all rooted in existing challenges that are unique to serverless services and needs to be addressed in future studies. For example, placement of functions in physical infrastructure (processing nodes) is one of those challenges. In fact, with poor placement of functions on nodes without considering their data dependencies, dependency to other functions (i.e., putting the ones that share state apart) or lack of any knowledge about the function itself, we will end up with systems that catastrophically outperform their serverful counterparts.
Pricing
Many big technology companies now offer serverless computing services with different specifications and prices. As the popularity of serverless services rise, the number of companies and their options for prices will grow. Many factors affects the price offered by each company. These factors range from company's revenue strategy to the platform it uses and the energy prices (based on the region or the time of day during which the function execution occurs). For example, a request that receives to a server at 2 a.m. in a winter incurs less energy bills compared to that of an exactly same request with the exact same resource consumption at 12 p.m. workday in summer. Another factor is the load level that is imposed to the provider at that moment. The price offered by the competitors also is a key decision factor. Various pricing model has been proposed for cloud computing in general [13] that are not directly applicable to serverless service. Extracting a pricing model for service providers is challenging issue that should further be studied by research community.
The pricing problem is also important for customers. As discussed above, the diversity of the prices will lead to a competitive environment between service providers, thus the customer can chose between various price options in an online manner to reduce its costs. In this way, customer puts its functions on multiple serverless services (or ship it instantly) and then based on the online available prices, the software decides to place the request to the the most affordable service provider. The ultimate goal of the customer is to reduces his/her costs while maintaining quality of service. Note that, one of the important factor in determining the quality of service is the response time.
Finding the optimal pricing strategy with multiple providers and customer constraints is a challenging issue that must be addressed in research studies. A similar notion have extensively discussed in the area of smart grids where supply and demand are considered in extracting online pricing models [14] .
It is noteworthy to mention that, the nature of serverless services makes the online pricing more feasible compared to that of other cloud services. In those services, such as IaaS the cost of shipping and maintaining multiple virtual machines or containers in multiple service providers is higher compared to the that of serverless settings.
Scheduling
In order to save energy, serverless service providers puts the execution infrastructure in sleep mode, after a period of inactivity. This period for Amazon's Lambda is 15 minutes [1] . Usually, the state of the function is saved in a persistent storage so that after the wake up it can be restored. Upon receiving a request for a function that is in sleep mode, the provider wakes up the infrastructure and restores the state of the system. This, naturally takes some time and leads to latency in the service of the serverless software which in turn reduces the user's so called quality of experience. For example, consider a simple login functionality that uses serverless back-end. In an extreme scenario, a user has to wait up to order of minutes to be able to login to the application after a brief period of inactivity. This may render the entire system useless. Thus, sleep scheduling is an important issue that must be addressed for serverless service providers.
Currently service providers consider constant duration for the inactivity period. It is unclear that why Amazon sets 15 minutes for inactivity duration. But it is obvious that setting the period same for all functions seems naive. There are some approaches that must be considered for the scheduling:
Prediction and forecasting
The pattern on which the requests receive to the serverless service provider should be extracted. Using modeling and advanced techniques such as machine learning the pattern of incoming requests can be predicted. There are various parameters that may contribute to the pattern such as the activity of other related functions (execution modes), time of day or external events (e.g. a sport match).
Data probing
There are cases in which two functions are not directly related (no obvious execution mode between them), however, moderate or extreme changes in data caused by on function leads to execution of the other functions. For example, in a location-based suggestion application, when a user moves far than a couple of kilometers (user changes its vicinity), a function that finds and suggests nearest attractions is called. Note that the function that reports the geo-location is not directly related to that of suggestion extraction function.
Warm Services
The service provider could preserve a warm state for each function to handle requests after period of inactivity. In this approach, some of the containers are kept ready for function invocation to handle the request whilst the main containers are being started. Then, the new requests are forwarded to the main containers afterwards. One may argue that this approach leads to waste in resources available to the provider. However, the rationale behind this approach is the fact that by multiplexing the available resources on the warm containers between various inactive functions the energy actually can be saved while improving the response time of the service. The provider should prepare warm containers beforehand and scale them in a smart fashion.
Service-level-agreement (SLA)
The question for which of the aforementioned approaches the provider should utilize is all come down to the agreed-upon SLA between the provider and the customer. The provider may agree upon preparing an always-on service for a set of functions or prepare a warm container based on agreement with the customer.
Sharing and Intra-communications
A serverless software is a composition of many functions that work together to provide the desired functionality for the software. To attain this, the functions need to somehow communicate with each other and share their data or the software's state. In other cloud services such data sharing infrastructure is attained through network addressing. For example in IaaS, each virtual machine can send and receive data through point-to-point networking using network addresses.
Function level network addressing is not available in today's serverless infrastructures, thus, two functions communicate though intermediary storage systems. This burdens a huge amount of load on relatively slow and expensive storage systems compared to that of direct network connections.
Here, there are two separate challenges that must be addressed (1) function addressing and (2) intracommunication for functions.
Functions in serverless services have characteristics that must be considered in order to be able to introduce an addressing scheme for them:
• Due to the auto-scaling nature of serverless computing, at any given time there may be several running invocations of the same function inside various computing nodes around the world. This rules out the possibility of addressing based on functions name or location. • The functions are often short-lived. The short life span of the functions means that any addressing should be fast enough to track the rapid changing of the system's entire state. • With the growth in the usage of serverless services, the number of copies of functions that are being deployed will growth drastically. Thus, the proposed addressing space should be big enough to be able to handle such number of functions. Even with a proper addressing scheme, intracommunication between functions is still challenging. There are number of possible approaches:
1) Intermediate functions that serve as brokers between functions. Current serverless services use a variation of this basic idea. However it has been argued in [6] that this burdens extreme overhead on the infrastructure. A performance evaluation of this approach that reveal the bottlenecks and further investigation and optimization of contributing factors is a good direction for related research studies. 2) Communicate through stateless communication schemes (protocols) such as REST or SOAP. These protocols are vastly used over the Internet and seem to be good candidates. However, the existing protocols may not be directly applicable in a serverless scenarios. For example, REST is too coupled with HTTP protocol and also its vocabulary is not rich enough for handling the situations arise between function. Introducing new protocols that are specifically designed for function communication needs researchers attention. 3) Distributed message queues are also good candidates for serverless computing. This type of communication medium has already introduced and investigated for cloud systems [15] . Available messages queues such as Apache Kafka [16] are not directly applicable for serverless environments due to their performance issues. Amazon developed Kinesis Data Streams [17] that can be used for this purpose. The topic has potential for further research.
Modes of Execution
As discussed earlier in this paper, a serverless application is a composition of various functions working in coordination with each other to accomplish the desired tasks. Rarely, we have applications that are composed Fig. 3 : An example of a dependency graph for a serverless application. This application has 7 functions where the start function is F1.
of single functions, instead, usually there are many interdependent functions, processing and passing data to each other and send back the results to the application. For example, a real-world implementation of an online social network (with functionalities similar to Facebook [18] ) on Amazon's Lambda infrastructure has around 170 functions [7] . In each application, functions are executed in various sequences. For example, users sign-up in the application, view latest products, click on the add-to-cart button and check-out. These 4 functions are executed in a sequence. Obviously, this is not the only execution sequence in the application since the user may have already signed up and just needs to sign-in. Also, there are many other possibilities for the sequences of functions. As we will discuss later in this paper, knowledge of these sequences plays a key role in improving the performance of serverless services. Providers can use this knowledge to prefetch, prepare and optimize functions to reduce costs and serve customers with better performance.
From each serverless application a directed dependency graph can be exploited where the nodes are functions and edges shows precedence of the execution of one function to another. Figure 3 shows an example of such a graph. The application depicted in the figure has 7 functions (F1 to F7). A directed edge from F1 to F2 means that each of the executions of F2 must be preceded by F1. For example, users must sign-up to be able to check-out.
A unique path in the graph is simply the list of unique nodes (not containing cycles) connected to each other by directed edges. In each application there are a number of unique paths that are more common than the others, let this number be n. We call the set of n must frequent unique paths in the dependency graph as the "n frequent modes of execution" of the regarding application. Assuming that n is a system-wide variable we simply refer to it as "modes of execution" of applications.
There are two approaches to extract the modes of execution for a serverless application:
Predefined modes
In this approach the application developer submits a file that contains the modes of execution, after registering his/her functions. The provider receives and processes the file for further actions. Extraction of modes of execution for an application is not a trivial task. Automated tools must be developed such that by giving the application as an input the tool generates the modes of execution.
Detection during execution
In this approach, the dependency graph is formed inside service provider based on the activities of the application. The approach is more user-friendly since it does not need any further dependency graph generation tools. It is also more flexible in the sense that it extract the modes of execution based on actual behavior of the application. Recall that by definition, we are seeking n most frequent paths for the application. In large applications with hundreds of functions there are many paths and sometimes it is not trivial to predict the exact behavior of the users to extract the most frequent ones. Exploiting them during execution leads to more accurate estimations. This approach also more robust than the other since the predefined modes presented by users could be faulty or suffer from less elaborate processing.
Function Invocation
Every severless provider must enable two basic methods for the application developers; registration of functions and invocation of those registered functions. In a function invocation a request is sent to the provider which contains the input data of the function (or the address to the data) and the name of the function. The function invocation has various types:
Application-based vs Function-based
In many practical scenarios, the customer's application sends a request for function invocation and the result is sent back to it. Then, based on the results, the application then sends another invocation requests to the provider. There are also a number of scenarios in which the function itself invokes another function during or at the end of its execution.
Request-based vs Event-based
In a request-based invocation, an application (or a function) requests the invocation of a function, whereas, in an event-based approach a probe is defined by the function owner such that an event is triggered based on changes detected by the probe. For example, a probe can be defined on a database that if the number of purchases in a day goes beyond a threshold a certain function from accounting service must be invoked.
Synchronous vs Asynchronous
The invocation of the function can either be synchronous to the caller or asynchronous. In a synchronous invocation the caller (which could either be an application or a function) is dependent on the called function i.e., it waits until the called function ends. In an asynchronous invocation, the caller invokes the function and proceeds to its other tasks. In the latter the owner must provide callback mechanisms to notify the caller after the called function's execution ends. For example, in an online social network application, the login function is synchronous since the application cannot proceed without user's authentication, whereas, avatar preparation function (a function which generates multiple scales of the avatar i.e, thumbnail, etc.) can be invoked asynchronously.
Asynchronous function invocation is challenging in some of the serverless's real-world application domains. For example, there are two challenges regarding this type of function invocation in low-power IoTs. Those devices put the hardware in a sleep mode after a period of inactivity. If during one of these sleep cycles the callback of an asynchronous function reaches to the device it will be missed. This scenario is not unique to serverless environments, however, as being short-lived is one of the defining features of functions in these environments, the function might not "live" enough to be able to resend the callback. Also, if the request is function-based, the requester function must outlive the called function. The provider must consider these cases and extend the lifespan of the functions. However, the extension of function's lifespan increases the resource consumption inside providers. The trade-off between these two must be further studied by future research studies.
Serverless providers usually enable variety of approaches to invoke registered function. This often ranges from well-known REST-based approaches to custom command-line interfaces (CLIs) [19] . Although using REST is very common for today's serverless function invocation, one can be skeptical about the feasibility of these approaches in low-power devices. Making HTTP request does not bear heavy computation loads on the requester, however, for the requester to be able to handle asynchronous callbacks, an HTTP server must be available inside the device which consumes vast amount of device's scarce resource and sometimes goes beyond their hardware capabilities. To overcome this issue, either the devices should use some sort of intermediary broker between them and the serverless provider, or they should use other protocols that are designed to handle these cases. For example, for the latter, MQTT protocol can be utilized. MQTT is an extremely lightweight publish/subscribe messaging transport protocol for IoTs [20] . Using such protocols for asynchronous function invocation in serverless environments also has some challenges that must be studied.
Packing
The main purpose of serverless's existence lies in its ability to auto-scale itself by invoking copies of customers' functions and assign each request to those copies. There are no predefined approaches to where to put the copies of functions physically. Instead, load balancing systems inside the service provider decide it based on current utilization of computing nodes and their available resources. As reported in [6] , this approach leads to serious performance degradation. It has been also reported that a serverless software has performed 2.5 orders of magnitude slower in this settings compared to that of a IaaS-based approach [5] . This lower performance is mainly due to the fact that the data needs to be shipped across the network (i.e., nodes and racks) in order to receive to the function. This leads to higher traffic inside the provider which in turn exacerbates the latency and reduces the overall performance of the system. Thus, it seems wise to ship the function as near as possible to the data i.e., "pack" functions with data.
There are some considerations for packing of functions that must be taken into account:
Multiple data sources and a single function
There are some scenarios in which a function consumes from various data sources. The basic idea would be to ship the data sources together and then pack the function with those data sources. However, this may not be possible due to various reasons: (1) one or more of the data sources are already near another functions that consume the data, (2) the movement is not physically possible due to lack of sufficient storage, (3) the movement is not feasible since the number of times that functions accesses the data is considerably low. Thus, finding an optimal point for the function based on the distance between the physical location of the function and its data sources on the network topology is an interesting problem that needs to be addressed.
Multiple function and a single data source
This case actually is simpler. In this case multiple functions are packed together with the data source. However, there are scenarios in which the number of functions and their processing requirements are not readily available for packing.
Chunks of data vs bulk of data
The packing of function and data can be done with chunks of data instead of the whole data. For example, for a function that queries customers table of a company's database, that specific table is important and can be packed with the function instead of the whole database.
Evolutionary vs revolutionary movement of data
As mentioned above there are scenarios in which data must be moved toward the function. This can be done in evolutionary or revolutionary modes. In the former mode, the chunks of data is moved based on requests from the function, the movement is done incrementally. This may lead to inconsistency in the data, which must be taken care of by the provider. In the latter, the data is moved all together.
Source Location
The relative geographical location of the request to the function also may play a role. In fact, packing data and functions together and then shipping them to the nearest possible location to the requester would reduce the delays that the service faces due to network traffic.
The packing can be done before, during, or after the first execution of a function. In the case in which the packing is done prior to the execution of function, careful manifestation of data dependency is needed in order to find the optimum placement of the function. In the evolutionary mode which described above, the packing is done during the execution. The packing also can be done after the first execution, in this case, the monitoring data is revised after the first execution, and by using optimization techniques and machine learning approaches the optimal packing strategy is extracted in order to improve the performance of the service and to minimize costs.
Data Caching
To avoid the bottlenecks and latencies of persistent storage, software applications utilize multiple levels of caches. This is a common practice among cloud-based applications as well [21] . Utilizing caches in serverless environments is a challenging issue since functions are executed independent of the infrastructure. For example, consider a serverless customer management application. When a function requests the data of a user from the database, the platform usually caches the data to handle any further requests and to reduce the number of costly database accesses. This works perfectly in serverful services. However, in a serverless service, the next execution of the function may be assigned to another available computing node, which renders the caching totally useless. This is also true when multiple functions consecutively work on a chunk of data i.e., if the infrastructure changes the cached data become expired. Without caching the costs, overheads and latency grows dramatically which makes the serverless services infeasible. Thus, this is one of the important challenges toward the successful implementation of any serverless service.
In designing and implementing caches, the following must be considered:
Effect of packing
In packing of function and data, the function are shipped as near as possible to the data. This may lead to a scenario in which multiple invocations of the same function being executed in a computing node near the data. This actually reduces the complexity of caching. Instead of focusing on a system-wide cache solution, one can focus on efficient local caching mechanisms. The action of packing also tend to ship other functions that consumes the data toward the vicinity of the data, and thus with a proper local caching, the chance of cache hits is improved.
Effect of the modes of execution
The mode upon which a batch functions are executed also has a great impact on designing caches. In fact, in a sequential execution, the likelihood of data dependency between two or more consecutive functions are high. Thus, cache will be effective if the execution mode is considered in the local caching strategy.
Local caching vs distributed caching
As discussed above, in many real-world scenarios of serverless computing an efficient local caching can be feasible 2 . However, there are cases in which the functions cannot be shipped to the vicinity of the data. In these cases a distributed caching can be utilized.
Distributed in-memory caches usually utilize distributed hash functions (DHT) to extract the location of cached data [22] . Then the data is routed to the requester. If the data does not reside in the distributed cache, the requester extracts the data and caches it. This works well when the cost of extracting data from its source is higher than that of getting it from the remote cache.
In the case of serverless services, this may actually incur more costs. We are facing a scenario in which the function cannot be shipped to the vicinity of the data. In this scenario, caching the data in the server that executes the function may accelerate the future invocations of the same function, however, as most other functions are shipped near the data, the cost of routing the cached data to the functions compared to that of extracting it from the source directly may actually be higher. This must be considered in any distributed cache designs for serverless services.
Provider Management
The management operation inside the serverless providers is a complex and resource-demanding task. It involves many monitoring and provisioning operations for each of the infrastructures inside the provider. The provider management system (PMS) should handle and keep track of functions' registration, invocation and execution. Below, we discuss each operation in detail:
• Registration: Every user should be able to upload his/her function, select its category and required resources. The provider then sends back credentials for invocation. Every other tracking and commercial aspects are handled by the provider. • Invocation: Provider receives invocation requests from applications or other functions, checks user credentials and then finds a feasible computing node and assigns the function to the node for execution. To find feasible node for functions, it classifies functions based-on their resource and data requirements and also provisions the available resources of nodes in an online manner. The aforementioned 2. Here, by local we mean a caching mechanism shared between multiple servers in a rack or possibly a cluster of racks near each other tasks of packing, scheduling and caching are also the responsibility of the provider's management system which are done in collaboration with the computing nodes.
• Execution: Although the execution takes place inside nodes, PMS closely monitors the execution of functions to detect errors and malfunctions. It gathers the execution log to analyze the footprints and thus improve future invocations. There are two approaches to attain a management system for serverless providers, centralized or distributed. While the centralized approach is more trivial and more efficient, it'll experience extreme loads and it could become the single point of failure. Distributed monitoring on the other hand is complex.
In order for the PMS to be able to handle its responsibilities, manage resources and optimize the services, it should have an online view of the entire system. There are various pieces of information that contribute to the formation of this view, such as:
1) Information about the functions: their data dependency, the modes of execution, their owner, the origin of the requests, rate of invocations, etc. Having all of the above information in an online manner incurs heavy overhead on the provider. On the other hand, having partial information may lead to imprecise decisions by the PMS.
Security and Privacy
Security is an indispensable concern in any computation service be it serverless or not. There are various security challenges that are common between serverless and other cloud services. Those challenges are not the concern of this paper. Instead we focus on the security issues that are specifically threatens the normal operation of serverless service. Moreover, we consider the privacy of users in such environments.
Authentication and Authorization Schemes
The foremost security challenge in any serverless scheme is how to authenticate applications so that only legitimate ones can use the available functions. Without the authentication a freeloader can uses the available resources for the victims application to attain his/her goals. A common approach to counter these attacks is the usage of authentication tokens in the header of requests. JWT is an example of such tokens [23] . Amazon's Lambda currently implemented such a scheme that uses a bearer token authentication strategy to determine the caller's identity [24] . However, if the request is sent through an unsecured channel, the attacker could simply extract the token and reuse it in another application. Using SSL/TLS protocols this type of attacks could be encountered. However, there are cases in which these sophisticated public-key based protocols are beyond the capabilities of the application's hardware. Very low power IoT devices are an example of such hardware. Secure energy-efficient protocols for authentication in such devices should be introduced.
Serverless services are also susceptible to replay attacks. In these types of attacks the attacker doesn't know about the content of the message being transmitted, however, he/she is interested in the effect of transmitting the message. So, the attacker captures the secured function execution request and replays it to sabotage the normal operation of the system. An example of such an attack is to replay a logout request indefinitely to prevent users from accessing their desired service. To remedy these types of attacks, a challenge-response protocol must be adopted for serverless services.
There is also the issue of authorization for functions. That is, which functions can invoke which functions. This is basically different from application-level authentication that we mentioned earlier. Here we authorize a function to call another function i.e., function-level authorization. Lacking a proper authorization scheme can actually pose severe threats to the applications security. Recall that one of the advantages of serverless services that we mentioned is the ability to purchase off-the-shelf functions. Without authorization schemes, functions can be used without the consent of the application owner. A proper mechanism should be introduced to handle function-level authorizations.
Common Execution Environments
In the wake of Meltdown [25] and Spectre [26] attacks, the vulnerability of applications against common execution environments has become one of the main security concerns. This issue is particularly severe in serverless environments since many functions from various owners are being executed in a shared execution environment. On one hand, research studies should focus on providing isolation strategies to overcome vulnerabilities, and on the other hand, methods for detection of malicious activities of functions must be investigated.
Resource Exhaustion Attacks
The main focus of the attacker in these types of attack is to over-utilize the resources of the victim to either disrupt the service or impose excessive financial loads. The victim in these type of attack can be both the service provider or the customer. An attacker may tamper with the application to send fraudulent requests to the provider. Although, the auto-scaling nature of serverless services can handle these situations, however, the load may go beyond the SLA with provider and thus the provider deny further requests or at least it can impose heavy financial load to the application owner which is in the interest of its competitors. The available centralized monitoring and provisioning approaches cannot be utilized here, since every invocation of function will be assigned to the available resources at that particular moment in auto-scaling fashion. Distributed provisioning approaches must be introduced for serverless providers to detect and mitigate these types of attacks.
Resource exhaustion attack also can be established against the provider itself. These types of attacks would be particularly destructive for small to medium sized providers. In this scenario, the attacker is familiar with the internal mechanisms of the provider or he/she can exploit it by studying the system's behavior. Using the knowledge attacker could launch a series of attacks that disrupt normal operation of system by intentionally preventing any optimization effort. For example, by knowing the packing strategy used by the provider the attacker may inject fake dependencies to other data sources to prevent the function from being shipped near the data source which impose a heavy traffic inside the provider's network.
Privacy Issues
There are many privacy-intensive applications for serverless services especially in the area of IoTs. For example, in a health care application that gathers the patients' data and then processes those data to infer certain conclusions, the privacy of the users is essential. The intent of the attacker here is not to alter the normal operation of the system as opposed to security attacks, rather, he/she attempts to deduce knowledge about a user or a group of users, using a minimal set of gathered information. For example, an attacker may be interested in answering the question whether a user has a heart condition or not.
There are many context data that an attacker could gather to infer knowledge about the victim. These are especially attainable when the network only uses application layer security protocols. Here, we list some of these context data that can reveal sensitive information about the victim along with their respective examples:
• Which function is revoked: For example in a serverless surveillance system, if the function gate-opened is called. The attacker, can deduce that someone has entered. • The sequence of function revocation, e.g., in a health-care monitoring system, a sequence of functions that are being revoked could reveal some kind of health condition in the patient. • At which time/location a function is revoked, for example, in an online retail store, it could reveal the vicinity in which a product is popular, which is interesting for store's competitors. • The rate of function revocation, in our previous example i.e., surveillance system, this could reveal sensitive data about the traffic at the gates.
Comprehensive anonymity and disguise methods must be introduced for serverless services to prevent the breach of user's privacy.
CONCLUSION
In this paper various new opportunities and potentials that serverless computing offers are explored. We listed some of the new opportunities that the vast adoption of this computing model will present. Then, we explored the challenges that prevent the utilization of serverless service's full potentials. We discussed possible solutions to remedy those challenges. We also believe that by elaborating on the challenges, in a near future, serverless computing will indeed become the face of cloud computing as predicted in [6] .
